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Abstract. Research Objects (ROs) are becoming a popular means to
capture the context and research artefacts associated with a research in-
vestigation in both human-readable and machine-readable formats. How-
ever, it is unclear how well ROs themselves adhere to the FAIR (find-
able, accessible, interoperable, and reusable) principles. In this work,
we describe a comprehensive analysis of the FAIR assessment of more
than 2500 ROs across multiple disciplines. Our work integrates FAIROs,
our existing RO evaluation service, in the ROHub platform. We discuss
the challenges of calculating the FAIR assessment of aggregations of re-
sources, and how we supplement the FAIROs tests with information from
the RO-Crate descriptor file generated by ROHub.
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1 Introduction

Research Objects (ROs) [2] enable researchers to aggregate diverse research out-
puts, such as datasets, publications, and software, into a digital object. ROs not
only provide a consolidated access point to these related resources but also in-
corporate human and machine-readable metadata and contextual information,
improving the findability, understanding, and reuse of scientific results [12].

Despite the potential for ROs to enhance the impact of research artefacts, few
studies have assessed their adherence to the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
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and Reusable (FAIR) principles [13]. Our previous work [7] introduced FAIROs,
a tool for assessing ROs based on existing approaches for assessing dataset [3]
and ontology [6] FAIRness. In this paper, we complemented FAIROs with an
analysis of the Research Object description file provided by the ROHub platform,
a repository of over 2,500 ROs spanning multiple disciplines. We transformed
FAIROs into a service and integrated it into the ROHub platform, providing a
comprehensive assessment of the platform’s FAIRness landscape. We also present
preliminary results of the integration of the service into the platform’s graphical
user interface. By integrating FAIROs with ROHub, we offer researchers an
efficient way to evaluate the FAIRness of their ROs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the main
concepts we build on for our approach. Section 3 describes how we have extended
ROHub with FAIROs, while Section 4 shows the results of our analysis, further
discussing them in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes related work and Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Background

Our approach relies on the Research Object Crate specification (RO-Crate) [12]
and ROHub [11], an online platform that collects and enriches Research Objects
from different domains. We further describe them below.

2.1 RO-Crate

RO-crate4 [12] defines a lightweight approach for packaging research artifacts
and their relations, annotations and provenance, in a machine-readable format.

RO-Crates extend Schema.org[8], and are usually serialized using JSON-
LD. The root directory of an RO-Crate consists of files including a ro-crate-
metadata.json file (which describes the RO), payload files and directories. The
ro-crate-metadata.json file is mandatory, while the other files and directories are
optional. A ro-crate-metadata.json file should include:

– A RO-Crate Metadata File Descriptor, describing the RO metadata
file,

– A Root Data Entity, which stands for the RO-Crate itself, and its rela-
tionship with other data and contextual entities,

– optional Data Entities, i.e., files, directories and web resources described
in the RO,

– optionalContextual Entities, which include people, organizations, contact
data, publications, publisher, etc.

4 https://w3id.org/ro/crate
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Fig. 1: A snippet of the checklist assessment in ROHub, for a given RO. Each
passed check appears in green, optional checks in yellow and failed checks in red.

2.2 ROHub

ROHub [11]5 is an online platform to search, define, enrich and store ROs, using
the RO-Crate specification.Resources stored in the platform are provided with
permanent identifiers using the w3id service.6

ROHub aims to produce high quality Research Objects according to what the
research communities producing and reusing them consider relevant, typically
by assessing a number of quality dimensions, such as accuracy, completeness, or
availability. The platform draw upon the idea of checklists, a well-established
tool for ensuring safety, quality and consistency in complex operations, such as
manufacturing or critical care. A checklist explicitly defines a list of requirements
that must be fulfilled or assessed for a given task.

ROHub designed checklists based on the feedback from its user communities.
Common checks for all ROs include having a title, description, creator, publisher,
keyword(s), research area and a sketch (an overview how the different elements
of the RO relate with each other). In addition, ROs should aggregate at least
one resource, which should have a type (i.e., dataset, workflow, etc.)

Figure 1 shows an example of checklist in ROHub, where some checks have
passed (green checks) and some tests failed (red checks). ROHub indicates a de-
gree of metadata completeness (green bar on the top of Figure1), and highlights
which fields should be better described. Checklists allow researchers assessing
the metadata quality of their Research Objects, but they do not analyze the
adherence of ROs against the FAIR principles.

5 https://reliance.rohub.org/
6 https://w3id.org/
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Fig. 2: Prototype implementation overview of the FAIROs service in ROHub.

3 Extending ROHub with FAIR RO assessment

We have integrated the FAIR Research Object Assessment service (FAIROs) [7]
in ROHub. Given a RO, FAIROs checks a set of tests against each FAIR principle
and returns a detailed explanation of the results, including a description of the
test that was performed. FAIROs takes into account both the RO itself and its
associated resources, going beyond the assessment of the RO-Crate metadata
file.

In particular, FAIROs builds on external services such as F-UJI [3] for datasets
and FOOPS [6] for ontologies. For software, FAIROs includes a custom module
based on the software metadata extraction framework for code repositories [10].
Each module has its own set of tests for each FAIR principle, based on existing
recommendations from the community.

FAIROs collects all test results and 1) enriches and complements them with
the information present in the RO-Crate metadata file, 2) integrates and har-
monizes the results of different tools/RO-Crate file and 3) indicates, for each
principle the number of tests that have passed.

FAIROs is open source,7 with a public API available online.8 Figure 2 shows
an overview of the integration of FAIROs in ROHub. An overall score groups
the scores of all the elements in the RO, while the RO FAIRness is measured
separately. For each principle, all performed and passed tests are shown.

4 RO FAIR assessment: A landscape analysis

In this section, we present the results of our FAIR assessment analysis over more
than 2500 ROs from ROHub. We discuss first the nature and domain of these
ROs in Section 4.1, while Section 4.2 discusses the obtained results.

7 https://github.com/oeg-upm/FAIR-Research-Object
8 https://w3id.org/FAIROS/api
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Fig. 3: Distribution of analyzed ROs per domain and type.

4.1 RO types and domain

We have analyzed ROs extracted from the ROHub platform as of March, 2023.
ROs are distributed in different categories: Applied Sciences, Earth Sciences and
Life Sciences.

Research Objects in ROHub can belong to different types [5], which repre-
sents an internal distribution of resources (folders and files) inside the RO. The
following RO types are defined:

. Bibliography-centric RO: includes bibliographical reference documents, man-
uals and other kind of material which support a researcher.

. Data-centric RO: includes datasets of a researcher, including raw and pro-
cessed data.

. Executable RO: includes scripts or applications needed to run experiments.

. Workflow-centric RO: includes scientific workflow specifications and their
respective executions.

. Software-centric RO: includes the source code, datasets and documentation
needed to run a software component.

. Process-centric RO: focused on scientific processes (e.g., water modeling)

. Service-centric RO: includes detailed descriptions of services.

. Basic RO: used to describe any resource not covered by the other types.

Figure 3 depicts the RO type distribution per domain. In Earth Sciences,
most of the ROs are bibliography-centric. Basic RO is the most prevalent type in
the Applied Science domain, while in the Life Science domain, both bibliography-
centric and basic-centric ROs are equally distributed. Executable-centric ROs
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Table 1: Characteristics of the analyzed ROs per domain
Metric Applied Sciences Earth Sciences Life Sciences

Resources(0-50) 100% 99,67% 100%
Resources(51-99) 0% 0,28% 0%
Resources(≥ 100) 0% 0,05% 0%

Completeness (0-50) 15,54% 21,96% 25,66%
Completeness(≥ 51) 84,46% 78,04% 74,34%

Downloads(0-50) 97,97% 99,86% 99,87%
Downloads(51-99) 2,03% 0,09% 0%
Downloads(≥ 100) 0% 0,05% 0,13%

Views(0-50) 97,97% 99,95% 100%
Views(51-99) 2,03% 0,05% 0%
Views(≥ 100) 0% 0% 0%

only have a significant impact in the Applied Science domain. The remaining
RO types have a minimal impact in all domains.

ROs in ROHub can be generated in different ways: 1) Imported, where users
import a RO described by a RO-Crate file to the platform; 2) Automated, where
the RO is created using the API; and 3) Manual, where users created the RO
by hand. The percentage of ROs created manually varies significantly between
research areas. In Applied Science, 99% of the Research Objects were created
manually, in Life Sciences, this figure is 59%, and in Earth Sciences, only 23%
were created manually. The percentage of manual creation of ROs varies signif-
icantly depending on the type of RO. more than 94% of Data-centric and Basic
ROs were created manually, while 52% of Workflows-centric ROs were created
manually. Only 4% of bibliography objects were created manually.

Table 1 drills down on the characteristics of the analyzed ROs in terms of
their number of resources, completeness score, number of downloads and number
of views. The majority of the ROs have less than 50 resources, which suggests
that researchers were selective in choosing the resources they wanted to include.
The completeness scores of the ROs are generally high, especially in the applied
sciences. This may be due to the fact that the platform allows userts to easily
identify and address any gaps in completeness, making it easier to improve the
overall quality of their ROs. Finally, we do not observe a high number of down-
loads and views in the analyzed ROs, probably due to thir short lifetime (many
have not yet been cited in publications).

The number of Research Objects in ROHub from Earth Sciences is higher
than in other disciplines. This is due to the scope of the ROHub platform,
initially designed for use cases that are related with that domain (e.g., through
European projects like RELIANCE9).
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Fig. 4: Percentage of resources (i.e., ROs and their associated components) with
passed or failed tests for each FAIR principle.

4.2 FAIRness assessments results

Figure 4 shows the percentage of resources (i.e., ROs and their respective com-
ponents) that pass all the tests associated with each principle in the analyzed
ROs. For some principles, all the test pass, as explained below:

. F1.1: Data is assigned a globally unique identifier. ROHub generates by de-
fault persistent identifiers based on the w3id service (https://www.w3id.org)

. F1.2: Data is assigned a persistent identifier. Same reason as F1.1.

. F4.1: Metadata is offered in such a way that it can be retrieved programmat-
ically. ROHub describes ROs through a public API with content negotiation,
which returns a machine readable format (JSON-LD).

. A1.2: Metadata is accessible through a standardized communication proto-
col. ROHub uses standard web mechanisms to return RO-Crate metadada.

. I1.1: Metadata is represented using a formal knowledge representation lan-
guage. ROHub uses JSON-LD, which represents knowledge using the RDF
standard.

. I1.2: Metadata uses semantic resources. RO-Crate relies on Schema.org, a
popular vocabulary to describe resources on the Web.

. I3.1: Metadata includes links between the data and its related entities. RO-
Crates include the relation hasPart to link resources to the the main RO.

. R1.3.1: Metadata follows a standard recommended by the target research
community of the data. All analyzed ROs follow the RO-Crate specification,
currently recommended by the Research Object community.

Interestingly, all ROs fail the tests associated with two FAIR principles:

9 https://www.reliance-project.eu/
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Fig. 5: Percentage of ROs passing all tests (i.e., all their associated resources also
pass the tests) for each principle.

. F3.1: Metadata includes the identifier of the data it describes. RO-Crate file
generated by the platform ROHub does not contain a link to its correspond-
ing data file.

. A1.3: Data is accessible through a standardized communication protocol.
The RO-Crates analyzed do not contain a download link for their associated
resources.

However, it is worth noting that the download information of both ROs and
their resources is available through their HTML representation in ROHub.

For the rest of the principles, the analyzed ROs and their components show
similar results (40%− 60% pass all tests). This is due to three main reasons: i)
many of the tests associated with FAIR principles depend on metadata provided
by the users, which may be absent (e.g., keywords, summary, copyrightHolder),
ii) missing metadata fields that may be automatically completed by ROHub
such as publicationDate, and iii) missing metadata fields for RO resources such
as encodingFormat and contentType, needed to interpret resources correctly.

Figure 5 goes a step further by showing distribution of the principles covered
taking into account if both the RO and its included resources pass all tests for
each principle. As expected, the results show that the percentage of Research
Objects that not cover entirely a FAIR principle are quite similar. This finding
is consistent with the previous analysis in Figure 4, where we considered all RO
components, potentially leading to varied percentages with a certain margin.
Overall, Figure 5 provides a more refined perspective on the extent to which
ROs successfully incorporate FAIR principles.

Our next step was to explore if ROs with a higher completeness score (i.e.,
a filled metadata checklist) had a better impact in their FAIR assessment. We
analyzed only ROs with a completeness greater or equal to 50 (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Percentage of ROs passing FAIR assessment tests by principle, based
on their metadata completeness score (checklists)

Completeness F2.1 A1.1 R1.1 R1.1.1 R1.2.1 R1.3.2

(0-49) 32,30% 32,30% 25,05% 32,30% 32,30% 1,78%
(50-100) 60,20% 60,20% 41,07% 60,20% 60,20% 10,25%
(0-100) 56,05% 56,05% 38,68% 56,05% 56,05% 8,99%

There is a slight improvement in the F2.1, A1.1, R1.1, R1.1.1, R1.2.1 and R1.3.2
principles, but we do not appreciate a significant improvement in the overall
assessment. This is due to the fact that completeness is related with the RO
metadata and not with the metadata of individual resources within the RO.

Finally, we analyzed ROs by type, detecting an improvement in the number
of tests passed in the Data Centric Research Objects. In particular in:

. F2.1: Metadata includes descriptive elements (creator, title, data identifier,
publisher, publication date, summary and keywords) to support findability.

. A1.1: Metadata contains access level and access conditions of the data.

. R1.1.1: Metadata includes license information.

. R1.2.1: Metadata includes provenance information.

These ROs are based on a template, and their authors tend to include more
information about licenses and provenance than other types of ROs. We believe
this may be due to the domain and nature of the ROs (provenance and licensing
is seen as key when reusing datasets).

5 Discussion

Do ROs (and following the RO-Crate specification) help align research artifacts
with the FAIR principles? Our results have shown that passing the tests asso-
ciated with all FAIR principles is conditioned by two factors: i) the mechanism
by which a platform or repository provides persistent identifiers, appropriate
metadata schemas, etc; and ii) the will of users to complete the metadata fields.

A platform like ROHub provides researchers with the means to create FAIR
ROs, having persistent identifiers associated with each resource of the RO as well
as describing semantically the RO and following a community-approved speci-
fication (RO-Crate). RO-Crates may also contain metadata from the resources
they describe, which complement the tests run by external tools within FAIRness
assessment services within FAIROs.

Figure 6 shows the impact of RO-Crate and ROHub when assessing the
FAIRness of Research Objects, with nine of sixteen principles affected. The per-
centage of components assessed with external tools such as F-UJI are represented
in blue; the assessment passed just by the analysis of the RO-Crate file is rep-
resented in greed and those resources which did not pass any FAIR assessment
tests are shown in red.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of results per FAIR principle and tool used for the assessment

To increment the coverage of FAIR principles in ROs it is important to pro-
vide users with guidance on how to improve the FAIRness of their resources.
Tools such as FAIROs can assist users in achieving this by highlighting the nec-
essary information that needs to be included in the RO to improve its FAIRness.
Additionally, platforms like ROHub have built-in mechanisms to automatically
or manually include missing metadata fields, or make them mandatory to ensure
they are completed. The aim is to make it as easy as possible for users to ensure
their data meets the required FAIR principles.

Finally, in this work we have presented two mechanisms to measure the meta-
data quality of a RO: through completeness indicator (based on metadata check-
lists In ROHub) and through a FAIR assessment service (FAIROs). Complete-
ness is an indicator used to analyze the metadata that is present and missing in
a RO, and is meant to be provided by users. FAIR assessment implies not only
the metadata present in a RO, but the implementation of mechanism to make a
RO more Findable, Accesible, Interoperable and Reusable. In order to achieve
FAIRness, we believe the platform/repository must provide the mechanisms to
achieve these principles, e.g., with persistent identifiers, machine readable for-
mats, etc.

6 Related Work

While a number of tools have been proposed to measure research artifact FAIR-
ness [13, 7, 6, 3], there are barely any studies on FAIR Research Object fariness
assessment. In our previous work [7] we introduced the FAIROs service, testing
it against 160 workflow-centric ROs. In this work, we have integrated FAIROs
in ROHub, extending the analysis to thousands of ROs in different scientific
domains, refining both FAIROs and ROHub in the process.
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The discussion on FAIR adoption is still open within the scientific community.
The RDA Working Group FAIR Data Maturity Model is working in a model to
compare different approaches of FAIR assessment. As a result, a collection of
indicators (and their importance) has been made available, separated by FAIR
principle [1]. However, the implementation of each indicator still depends on the
interpretation of tool developers and their application domain (e.g., describing
a resource with ”rich metadata” may have different requirements for different
types of artifacts or application domains).

The FAIRSFAIR initiative10 also defined a collection of metrics to assess
data FAIRness [4]. These metrics are based on the indicators defined by the
RDA group, but with more detail. For example, rich metadata is defined as
including fields like creator, title, publisher, etc. F-UJI uses these metrics [9],
given an score to each test and a total score for each principle. These metrics
are present in FAIROs through F-UJI to assess the datasets included in ROs.

Another approach for FAIR assessment uses a community-driven framework
to assess digital objects [13]. The authors claim that some FAIR behaviours may
be consider ‘universal’ but may be complemented with additional behaviours
depending of the resource and the domain. Using description files like RO-Crate
may play a role complementing these behaviours.

7 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we described a comprehensive FAIR assessment analysis over a
diverse collection of ROs published on the ROHub platform. Similar FAIR as-
sessment results were observed in our analysis, regardless of the type, views/-
downloads and completeness of the ROs. We believe this is attributed to two
key factors: first, the implementation of FAIR principles is heavily reliant on the
mechanisms incorporated within the RO-Hub platform (e.g., provision of persi-
tent identifiers, including machine-readable information, etc.), and second, the
authors of ROs do not consistently add supplemental metadata. We believe that
integrating FAIROs as part of ROHub will help users becoming aware of some
of this issue, helping them better align against the FAIR principles. However,
additional studies are needed to track the impact of FAIROs in ROHub.

As shown in our analysis, using a specification like RO-Crate to describe
Research Objects improves their FAIRness, especially when combined with RO-
Hub. In fact, thanks to the integration and enrichment effort we have identified
areas of improvement for ROHub which are part of ongoing work, such as in-
cluding key metadata in the RO-Crates generated by ROHub (e.g., pointer to
the data and RO download URLs, publisher date, etc.).

As part of our future work, we plan to improve the FAIROs module in charge
of the research software assessment based on ongoing discussions within the
community, such as the Research Data Alliance Research Software Workshop.11

10 https://www.fairsfair.eu/
11 https://fair-impact.eu/events/fairimpact-events/research-software-workshop-

guidelines-and-metrics-metadata-curation
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